We explore use of the harmonic Einstein equations to numerically find stationary black holes where the problem is posed on an ingoing slice that extends into the interior of the black hole. Requiring no boundary conditions at the horizon beyond smoothness of the metric, this method may be applied for horizons that are not Killing. As a non-trivial illustration we find black holes which, via AdS-CFT, describe a time-independent CFT plasma flowing through a static spacetime which asymptotes to Minkowski in the flow's past and future, with a varying spatial geometry inbetween. These are the first explicit examples of stationary black holes which do not have Killing horizons. When the CFT spacetime slowly varies, the CFT stress tensor derived from gravity is well described by viscous hydrodynamics. For fast variation it is not, and the solutions are stationary analogs of dynamical quenches, with the plasma being suddenly driven out of equilibrium. We find evidence these flows become unstable for sufficiently strong quenches, and speculate the instability may be turbulent.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the remarkable Anti de Sitter-Conformal Field Theory (AdS-CFT) correspondence [1] [2] [3] , the behaviour of black holes in asymptotically AdS spacetimes is equivalent to the behaviour of hot plasma in certain strongly coupled CFTs. Since these black holes may have planar horizons, they admit perturbations of arbitrarily long wavelength which give rise to the hydrodynamic behaviour expected of the CFT plasma [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Perturbations on short scales correspond to microscopic plasma behaviour beyond hydrodynamics. As this currently cannot be computed directly in strongly coupled CFTs, gravity provides an entirely new computational tool, [9, 10] . This has been exploited for dynamical quenches where the CFT is abruptly perturbed [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and where the dual spacetime is determined by numerical dynamical gravity [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Here we study an analog of a dynamical quench, where the CFT state is time independent. We consider stationary black holes dual to a time independent relativistic plasma flow through a static spacetime. This asymptotes to Minkowski in the flow's past and future, but in-between the spatial geometry varies in the flow direction. The flow, initially in equilibrium, is forced out of equilibrium in response to passing through the curved spacetime region, before returning to equilibrium afterwards. For slowly varying spacetimes (with respect to the length scale set by the local temperature) such flows are well described by hydrodynamics [23] . For quick variation they probe behaviour beyond hydrodynamics, and are stationary analogs to dynamical quenches.
These black holes are of a qualitatively new variety, being the first explicit examples of stationary black holes that do not have Killing horizons, and hence do not move rigidly [24] . The rigidity theorem states that if a stationary horizon is compact, it is also Killing [25] [26] [27] . Our black holes have non-compact horizons and evade this theorem, and since the dual plasma flows in a direction which is not a symmetry, these horizons are not Killing. Other stationary non-Killing horizons have been conjectured in the AdS-CFT context; 'flowing funnels' [28, 29] and 'plasma shocks' [30, 31] . So far only related solutions with Killing horizons have been found [32, 33] .
HARMONIC EINSTEIN EQUATIONS
Consider a Lorentzian stationary solution to the Einstein equations where the stationary Killing vector field T is globally timelike. We consider the purely gravitational case R µν = Λg µν , although generalisation to include matter is straightforward. We adapt coordinates, x µ = (t, x i ), so T = ∂/∂t and the metric g µν is,
The spacetime is Lorentzian so det g µν = −N det b ij < 0, and T is globally timelike so N (x) > 0 and thus b ij (x) is a Riemannian metric. In order to obtain a well posed problem we must eliminate the coordinate invariance. Instead of solving the Einstein equation, we solve the 'harmonic' or 'DeTurck' Einstein equations [34] [35] [36] ,
where,
is constructed from a fixed reference connectionΓ µ αβ on the manifold, which here we take to be the connection of a reference metric g µν . The two derivative part of these equations is governed by the operator b ij ∂ i ∂ j , and since b ij is a Riemannian metric the harmonic Einstein equation is elliptic.
For suitable boundary conditions the whole system may be solved as a standard elliptic boundary value problem. We want solutions with ξ µ = 0, which is a coordinate gauge condition analogous to generalised harmonic gauge in dynamical numerical GR [37] , and must ensure our boundary conditions are compatible with this. In certain cases one may prove ξ µ must vanish [32] . In general, 'soliton' solutions with ξ µ = 0 may exist. However for an elliptic problem solutions are locally unique, and hence one may easily distinguish whether a solution found has vanishing ξ µ or not. The system may be solved by relaxation which is related to Ricci flow. Alternatively after discretization it can be solved by the Newton method given an initial guess.
OLD METHOD FOR KILLING HORIZONS
For a stationary black hole T = ∂/∂t is no longer globally timelike, being spacelike inside the horizon, or outside if an ergoregion exists. Hence b ij must become Lorentzian, and the problem inside the horizon and ergoregion naively appears hyperbolic.
A previous method [35] focussed on retaining ellipticity by assuming a Killing horizon that rigidly moves. We assume Killing vectors R a = ∂/∂y a exist which commute with themselves and T . For constants Ω a we take K = T +Ω a R a to generate the Killing horizon and rigid motion of the spacetime. The metric can then be written as,
with y A = (t, y a ). Now G AB is Lorentzian outside the horizon (even in an ergoregion), and degenerates at the horizon or axes of symmetry of the R a . Correspondingly b ab (x) can be chosen to be Riemannian on, and in the exterior of, the horizon. These coordinates yield a slice of the spacetime that intersects the bifurcation surface of the Killing horizon. Since the principle part of R H is governed by b ab ∂ a ∂ b the p.d.e. system is elliptic posed on the base geometry with coordinates x a -the 'orbit space'. The boundaries of this base are where G AB degenerates and smoothness determines boundary conditions there [35, 38, 39] . The surface gravity κ and (angular) velocities of the horizon Ω a are prescribed in these boundary conditions. For regularity the reference metric must also have a Killing horizon at the same location with the same κ and Ω a . Hence we may think of the reference metric as specifying these moduli of the solution.
NEW METHOD FOR NON-KILLING HORIZONS
Suppose we are interested in stationary black holes that do not have a Killing horizon. For a non-Killing horizon we cannot assume existence of a bifurcation surface and regular past horizon. In the new approach we now describe we no longer require the problem to be elliptic. We take the general stationary ansatz (1) and pose the harmonic Einstein equations on an ingoing slice (analogous to that of Eddington-Finklestein) that intersects the future horizon and extends into the black hole interior. For the metric (1) in ingoing coordinates g µν is regular at the future horizon, so det g µν = −N det b ij < 0 on the future horizon and its exterior. Thus b ij is elliptic in the exterior of the horizon or ergoregion (ie. where N > 0) and is hyperbolic inside these (where N < 0). Such a problem is analogous to mixed hyperbolic elliptic p.d.e.s in fluid dynamics. Whilst the problem will have hyperbolic character inside the horizon and ergoregion we may still solve it using the Newton method as before. Interestingly the Ricci flow method appears also to work, but we will not explore that here. All components of ξ µ = 0 give non-trivial gauge conditions; the ξ i are associated to coordinate freedom in x i and ξ t to the freedom t → t + f (x i ). An important difference to the old method is that since the problem is hyperbolic in the interior of the horizon, at the innermost points of our domain we impose only the harmonic Einstein equations and no boundary condition. The requirement that the metric is smooth in our domain is sufficient to ensure regularity of the horizon in ingoing coordinates. Starting from a smooth initial guess near a solution, then the Ricci flow and Newton method will preserve smoothness, since both update the metric using the harmonic Ricci tensor which will also be smooth. We implicitly assume the physically reasonable statement that asymptotic boundary conditions together with future horizon regularity define a locally unique stationary black hole solution, up to moduli of the solution (such as mass). This is true for Killing horizons as can be seen from the elliptic nature of the p.d.e.s discussed earlier. Indeed the black hole uniqueness theorems show in many cases global uniqueness. For stationary nonKilling horizons we assume local uniqueness here, but emphasise we know of no proof. We note this is the basis of the fluid/gravity correspondence [7, 8] . It is the horizon rather than the ergosurface where smoothness must be imposed, even though the ergosurface determines the transition of character of the p.d.e.s. This is analogous to a stationary scalar field in the Kerr background, where one explicitly sees the scalar equation has regular singular behaviour at the horizon, and hence it is smoothness there that constrains the solutions [40] .
A second key difference with the old method is that the reference metric, while selecting the coordinate system a solution is presented in, no longer specifies the surface gravity or velocities of the horizon. These moduli must be fixed by appropriate boundary conditions.
For a reader interested in implementing the method we provide a toy example in appendix A; finding Schwarzschild assuming static spherical symmetry. The old and new methods are given and contrasted.
HOLOGRAPHIC PLASMA QUENCHES
An example application of the method above is to find stationary black holes that are locally asymptotically AdS 4 , and are relevant in AdS-CFT to describe CFT stationary plasma flows in a non-trivial geometry. These are Einstein metrics solving R µν = − 3 l 2 g µν . We choose units so that the AdS length l = 1. These geometries have a conformal boundary whose conformal class we are free to specify and corresponds to the spacetime that the CFT is defined on. We choose a static metric,
where σ(ρ) deforms the spatial geometry breaking the translation symmetry in ρ as,
for constants α, β, and the geometry asymptotes to Minkowski for ρ → ±∞. We take the CFT plasma to be stationary, homogeneous in y, and flowing from ρ = −∞ to +∞. We expect the plasma flow in the asymptotic Minkowski regions ρ → ±∞ to become homogeneous, and correspondingly the dual to become a homogeneous black brane in these limits. However, since the spatial geometry of the boundary metric depends non-trivially on the direction that the plasma flows in, the dual black hole must have velocity in a direction which is not associated to an isometry. Hence the plasma flow is inhomogeneous, and the dual black hole does not have a Killing horizon. We take the ingoing plasma to be subsonic with velocity v 0 < 1/ √ 2 and temperature T 0 . Using the holographic fluid/gravity correspondence [7, 8] provided the boundary metric gradients are sufficiently small, meaning β/T 0 → 0, then the plasma behaves as an ideal fluid. The first deviation from ideal behaviour is due to shear viscosity. Upon increasing β/T 0 towards unity, one expects the derivative expansion of hydrodynamics to break down completely in the region where the boundary metric is highly curved, as microscopic physics is required to describe small scale plasma phenomena. As we shall see, this microscopic breakdown of viscous hydrodynamics is indeed captured by the dual gravity black hole, and these solutions represent stationary flowing plasma quenches.
We write an ansatz for these metrics as,
with the functions T, V, B, S, U, F, A being smooth (or at least C 2 ) in ρ and z. The locally AdS 4 boundary is at z = 0, and we impose the boundary conditions such that
there. We solve the Einstein equations and gauge condition ξ µ = 0 as a power series in z near the boundary at z = 0, and then transforming to Fefferman-Graham coordinates, identify the boundary metric as that in (4). We then extract the vev of the dual CFT stress tensor from the z 3 terms in the expansions of T, V, . . . , A using holographic renormalisation [41] . Details are given in appendix B.
For regularity at the locally AdS boundary we require the reference metric to obey the same boundary conditions as the metric. We choose the reference metric to be a boosted homogeneous black brane but with S deformed to obey the boundary requirement so,
for constants z 0 and r, with c r = cosh r, s r = sinh r. The horizon of the reference metric is at z = z 0 . We emphasise that this is not a solution to the Einstein equations due to the non-trivial σ(ρ).
We compactify ρ to a coordinate
In particular this implies that ρ ∼ 1/(x − 1) as x → 1 and similarly for x = −1. Since for a black brane perturbations should decay exponentially in ρ as ρ → ±∞ we then expect in our coordinates (i.e. for our reference metric above) all the functions T, . . . , S will have all x derivatives vanishing as x → ±1.
We work in the coordinate domain x ∈ [−1, 1] and z ∈ [0, z max ]. The solutions we find have a future horizon whose position in z is given as a function z = H(x) where 0 < H(x) < z max so that horizon regularity is imposed by smoothness of T, V, . . . , A there. For z = z max and −1 < x < −1 we impose the equations of motion as for the interior points. We emphasise that there is no boundary condition at z = z max . Finally at x = ±1 we impose Neumann boundary conditions for all the functions, as x derivatives should vanish there.
For our solutions we expect two moduli which we can take as the surface gravity and velocity of the horizon in the asymptotic region ρ → −∞. In the dual picture, these are the temperature and velocity of the inflowing plasma which is in equilibrium. These moduli are not fixed by the reference metric in this ingoing method, and thus we must fix two pieces of information to specify a locally unique solution. This may be done in a myriad of ways, but we have found a numerically robust method is to fix a Dirichlet condition on V at z = z max and x = −1 and on T at z = z max and x = +1, instead of the Neumann conditions for these at those points. At these two points the value of V at x = −1 and T at x = +1 are chosen to be those for the reference metric. Thus the two constants z 0 and r in the reference metric become the two parameters of the solutions controlling the ingoing plasma temperature, T 0 , and velocity, v 0 .
We take the initial guess for the metric to be the reference metric. We use finite differencing to obtain solutions, and discuss the tests of convergence in detail in appendix C, finding our code produces approximately fourth order convergence. For the resolutions used, up to 70×280 in z and x, the maximum fractional local error in the Einstein equations outside the horizon, is better than ∼ 10 −7 . Hence these are very good numerical solutions and we have checked they are indeed Einstein metrics, as we require, rather than Ricci solitons. Convergence tests for the extraction of the boundary stress tensor (which depends on multiple derivatives of the metric functions) indicate it is accurate to better than percent level.
FROM HYDRODYNAMICS TO QUENCHES
We now present data where the ingoing homogeneous plasma has subsonic velocity v 0 = 0.50, and temperature T 0 = 0.24 in our units. Since the boundary theory is a CFT, any other temperature is related by an appropriate scaling, and this value is taken for convenience. We choose the boundary metric to have α = 0.4, and we adjust β to move between a slowly or rapidly varying geometry. This value of α is sufficiently large that the boundary metric deformation from Minkowski cannot be described by perturbation theory. As we shall see, the deviation from homogeneous behaviour will correspondingly be large. With these data we find the dual gravity solution and from it extract the vevs of the CFT stress tensor components T tt , T tρ , T ρρ and T yy . The conservation equation together with tracelessness implies that all the information in the stress tensor is characterised by a single function of ρ. We choose to plot the (scale invariant) function defined by,
for 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 where v gives the local velocity of the plasma in the stationary frame. In figure 1 we plot this function for various β between 0.2 and 2.
In this plot we show the same quantity for the fluid/gravity viscous hydrodynamics with the same ingoing flow data -see appendix B for details. We see that for the smallest β = 0.2 the agreement of the gravity stress tensor with that of viscous hydrodynamics is good. The agreement becomes worse as β increases and higher derivative terms in the hydrodynamic expansion become important. For β O(1) the hydrodynamic approximation breaks down and we are in the quench regime. The bulk solutions remains perfectly smooth and allow us to compute the behaviour of this strongly coupled plasma flow. The deviation from hydrodynamics becomes large; for β = 2 we find the local plasma velocity v becomes superluminal in a region where the metric is curved. This presumably indicates that for sufficient quench strength, β, these flows become unstable. We note that whilst the stress tensor is superluminal, all its components are well behaved -for example in appendix B we display T tt . Interestingly we find the equilibrated outgoing plasma has a temperature, and hence entropy density, that is roughly independent of β. The same is true for the fluid/gravity viscous hydrodynamics. One can see in figure 1 that the outgoing velocities v are numerically close for the different β, although they are not obliged to be by stress energy conservation. We emphasise that whilst the total entropy generated in these flows is similar for different β, the region where the spacetime is curved and hence this entropy is generated is very different, becoming small for large β. Hence for strong quenches the entropy density in the plasma is generated in a sudden non-adiabatic manner.
The horizon, defined by the zero set of h(z, ρ) = z − H(ρ) is a null surface so that, g µν ∂ µ h ∂ ν h = 0. This is an o.d.e. for H(ρ) which can be solved to find the horizon location. The null tangent to the horizon can be written, χ = ∂ ∂t + Ω H (ρ)R , where R has unit norm R 2 = 1, is tangent to the horizon and orthogonal to ∂/∂t and ∂/∂y. Then Ω H (ρ) gives the local velocity of the horizon, and is plotted in figure 2 . We note this is well behaved even for the flow with β = 2 which has superlu- Fig. 1 . These functions explicitly depend on ρ as the horizon is nonKilling. Near the asymptotic regions ρ → ±∞ both ΩH and κ become constant since our solutions approach homogeneous boosted black branes.
minal boundary stress tensor. The boundary metric, and consequently the bulk metric, explicitly depend on ρ and so ∂/∂ρ is not Killing. Thus the spacetime motion is not rigid, and hence the local velocity Ω H explicitly depends on ρ, rather than being constant. We also compute the surface gravity κ defined as ∇ µ (χ ν χ ν ) = −2κχ µ . Again this surface gravity is not constant, and is plotted in the same figure. It is also well behaved for β = 2. Further details of the solutions are given in appendices B and C.
SUMMARY
We have proposed a new numerical method to find stationary black hole solutions that do not have Killing horizons, and hence do not rigidly move, using the harmonic Einstein equations posed on an ingoing domain that pierces the future horizon. We have explicitly constructed holographic duals to time independent plasma flows in a static geometry that interpolates smoothly between two asymptotic Minkowski regions. For gentle interpolations the plasma behaves as a viscous fluid, as predicted by the fluid/gravity correspondence. For sharp interpolations there is no hydrodynamic description, yet the dual black hole allows us to compute microscopic properties of this strongly coupled far-from-equilibrium plasma, such as the vev of the stress tensor. Such solutions are the stationary analog of dynamical quenches. Interestingly we find for a sufficiently strong quench the stress tensor vev may become superluminal in some region. This likely indicates that these flows become unstable for sufficient quench strength. It is possible this instability is turbulent in nature, in analogy with global AdS-Schwarzschild where there is thought to be a turbulent instability for superradiant solutions which correspondingly have superluminal dual plasma [42] .
Comment: We understand that [43] numerically finds flowing funnel solutions which have non-Killing horizons.
In this appendix we illustrate the old method, which assumes a Killing horizon, and the new ingoing method described in this paper, using a simple toy example; numerically finding the Schwarzschild solution assuming spherical symmetry. The purpose is to contrast the two methods, and illustrate explicitly how to use them in as simple a context as possible. We hope this will be of use to a reader interested in actually implementing these methods in more complicated settings.
The old Killing horizon method
We write an ansatz for the black hole metric as,
(10) where dΩ 2 is the line element on the unit round 2-sphere, A, B, S are smooth (at least C 2 ) functions of a compact coordinate r ∈ [0, 1] and f (r) = 1 − r 2 . We require A = B = S = 1 at r = 1 giving asymptotic flatness. Regularity at the horizon r = 0 implies that A, B, S must be smooth functions in r 2 , and then κ gives the surface gravity.
We may discretize A, B, S on the interval [0, 1] and then require Neumann boundary conditions at r = 0 for these functions. As an example, one might take the reference metric and the initial guess to be the above metric with A = B = 1 − f /2 and S = 1 (which is not Schwarzschild). On finding a solution, one obtains that odd derivatives at r = 0 vanish. However this approach suggests there is a boundary at the horizon, which really there is not. A better way to think is solving the problem in the domain [−1, 1] requiring smooth and even solutions so A(−r) = A(r) and similarly for B and S. Using finite difference or pseudo-spectral methods one may choose lattices with even numbers of points that avoid r = 0 altogether. Then we have no boundary at the horizon and instead solve the problem on the complete t = 0 slice representing the Einstein-Rosen bridge that intersects the bifurcation surface.
The new ingoing non-Killing horizon method
Take an ansatz with ingoing time t,
for a compact coordinate z ∈ [0, 1] with T, V, A, S sufficiently smooth (at least C 2 ) functions of z. We impose asymptotic flatness as T = V = S = 1 and A = 0 at z = 0. For monotonic S the horizon occurs at T = 0 and provided V is non-zero and the functions are smooth in z there then the horizon will be regular. Now z = 1 is not regarded as a boundary, and the equations (2) are imposed there as in the interior of the domain. We must impose one condition to select the Schwarzschild solution we wish to find, ie. to choose a mass. A simple way to fix this is that instead of solving the vv component of (2) at z = 1, instead we replace it with a Dirichlet condition for T at z = 1, so T | z=1 = T inner where T inner < 0 to ensure the domain pierces the horizon [45] . Consider the smooth metric,
for constant α -note this is not Schwarzschild. As an example let us take this metric with α = 1.10 as the reference metric, and with α = 1.20 as the initial guess. The Newton method then converges to a solution with ∂ z T | z=0 = −1.06. Note that had one tried to find a black hole where the horizon was located at z > 1, for example taking an initial guess so that T inner > 0 then the method fails. The requirement of a smooth horizon is crucial to impose boundary conditions correctly. Two important points arise in this example. Firstly experimentally we find that for second order finite difference the method fails, presumably as it doesn't impose smoothness of the functions to a sufficient degree. Certainly for fourth order or above the method works very well, as it does for pseudo-spectral differencing. A second point is that if we had not imposed T = T inner at z = 1 but only the equations of motion there we would not obtain a locally unique solution. We emphasise that in this ingoing method the reference metric does not determine the moduli (in this case mass) of the solutions found.
Appendix B: Details for inhomogeneous plasma flows and their duals
For a given boundary metric deformation specified by the constants α and β, the solution is determined by the parameters r, z 0 as discussed in the main text. We note that the global scaling x a = (t, ρ, y) → λ x a of the boundary together with scaling of the parameters α → α and β → λ −1 β, and the boundary stress tensor components, (G 4 T ab ) → λ −3 (G 4 T ab ) relates solutions due to the conformal invariance of the boundary theory. In practice we choose z 0 = 1 and z max = 1.025, then vary r to obtain the required ingoing velocity v 0 (or equivalently ingoing value of T tρ / T tt + T tρ ) which is scale invariant. In principle we would then use the above scaling to generate a solution with the required ingoing temperature T 0 (or equivalently ingoing value of G 4 T tt ). However, for reasons that we do not understand (presumably related to the details of the way we fix the moduli of the solution) the value of T 0 is actually the same to better than percent level for the various values of β we have explored, and so we have not needed to apply any scaling to the data presented here. Fig. 1 . The larger the value of β the deeper the horizon penetrates in the zdirection. Entropy is produced along the flow and hence the area density of the horizon is larger on the right end.
In figure 3 , we plot the position of the ergoregion (defined by T = 0), and the horizon solved from the o.d.e. g µν ∂ µ h ∂ ν h = 0 discussed in the main text. We note that both have a complicated dependence on x, although as expected this vanishes as x → ±1 where the metric becomes that of a homogeneous black brane, which in the coordinates defined by our reference metric will have ergoregion and horizon at constant z. Note also that the position of the horizon lies entirely within our domain 0 < z < z max = 1.025 for all the solutions presented here. Since the metric functions are smooth at the position of the horizon, the future horizon is regular.
We extract the vev of the CFT stress tensor from the bulk solution using the standard holographic renormalisation prescription [41] . We proceed by first computing the boundary stress tensor in Fefferman-Graham coordinates. Then we construct, in a near boundary expansion, the change of coordinates from Fefferman-Graham coordinates to our working coordinates (6) by requiring that ξ µ = 0 order by order. Defining,
then t 3 , b 3 , u 3 , s 3 can be obtained from the bulk solution.
For example, for t 3 one finds an equation,
where σ is defined in (5) and we give all functions in terms of the compact coordinate x (rather than ρ), f (x) = 1 − x 2 and s kr = sinh kr. However, since the gauge condition ξ µ = 0 relates the derivatives of the various metric functions, there are 3 other ways to extract t 3 from three z derivatives of the other metric functions than T . For a continuum solution these must all give the same answer, and we use this to test the accuracy of our stress tensor determination shortly. The other b 3 , u 3 , s 3 can similarly be extracted from three z derivatives of the various metric functions, and again there may be multiple ways to do this which are equivalent on Einstein solutions. The equations of motion also imply that b 3 , u 3 , s 3 are locally related to t 3 as the stress tensor is traceless and conserved, which again we check shortly.
In figure 4 we display the vev of the T tt component of the holographic stress tensor and compare it with the same component of the viscous hydrodynamic stress tensor, (16) , for varying β in analogy with figure 1 in the main text. We see the same agreement with viscous hydrodynamics at small β, with strong deviations from it for β ∼ O(1). We note that T tt is well behaved even for the β = 2 flow which has a superluminal region.
In the figures above we have compared the holographic plasma behaviour extracted from the dual black holes to the viscous hydrodynamics predicted by the fluid/gravity correspondence. This gives a good approximation for |β/T 0 | 1. We now give details about these hydrodynamic fluid flows. Recall that the viscous fluid approximation to the plasma flow from fluid/gravity is determined by the fluid stress tensor [46] ,
cd ∇ e u e + O ∇ 2 u for a 1+2-dimensional boundary metric ds
ab dx a dx b , temperature T , 3-velocity u a with u 2 = −1
and with
ab . The first term is that of an ideal fluid, and the latter is due to shear viscosity. For our flows, we take the 3-velocity in the ρ direction, so u a = (γ, γv, 0), with v the velocity and γ −2 = 1 − v 2 . For small but non-vanishing β the viscous term will generate entropy and the fluid deviates from ideal behaviour. The equation of motion for the fluid is given by conservation of this stress tensor. For our boundary metric there are two non-trivial components. One immediately yields G 4 T tx ∝ 1/ √ σ. Combined with the second, one obtains first order o.d.e.s for the fluid velocity and temperature, as discussed in [30, 31] . It is these we have solved in order to compare to our numerical bulk solutions. In figure 5 we display the behaviour of the temperature for the flows obtained from viscous hydrodynamics which we compared to the stress tensor from the gravity dual in figures 1 and 4 (we note that the velocity of these hydrodynamic flows are already shown in figure 1 ). For comparison with the viscous hydrodynamics we also show the ideal hydrodynamics solutions for the same ingoing fluid data. We see that as expected, for small β these closely agree, but for β ∼ O(1) the viscous behaviour departs strongly from the ideal behaviour, and likewise as we have seen in figures 1 and 4 , deviates from the full plasma behaviour as deduced from the gravity. sults. We have used resolutions up to N z ×N x = 70×280 points. Typically we begin by finding solutions at lower resolutions, and then use these as initial data to find the higher resolution solutions.
We characterise the numerical error in our solutions by computing the error in solving the Einstein equations as,
where each is a scalar quantity which should vanish in the continuum for a solution, and is maximised for the solution in the exterior of the horizon. We maximise only over the region exterior to the horizon to obtain a well defined geometric quantity. We note that similar results are obtained when maximising over the entire domain. Typical results of convergence tests are shown for an intermediate value of β = 1 in figure 6 . For the maximum resolutions used, we see that the maximum local error in the solution is better than 10 −7 , as stated in the text. In addition, E 3 → 0 in the continuum limit, which indicates that our solutions are not Ricci solitons. Similar results are obtained for the other values of β (including β = 2) discussed in this paper.
We note that whilst we have used sixth order finite We show E1 ('o'), E2 ('x') and E3 ('+'), which measure the maximum error in the Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor and the magnitude of |ξ µ ξµ| respectively, as a function of the number of grid points in the z-direction, Nz. The resolution in x is given as Nx = 4Nz. We see linear convergence in this log-log plot. For E1 and E2 we find the slope is ∼ 4 indicating fourth order convergence, whilst for E3 the slope is ∼ 6. Other solutions exhibit the same convergence behaviour.
differencing, the slope of these curves against log N z is between ∼ 4 − 6 depending on the quantity. We would naively expect ∼ 6 for smooth solutions. We believe the observed lack of smoothness is not physical but due to our coordinate choice near the boundaries x = ±1. Since these boundaries are regular singular points of the p.d.e.s it maybe that there are (x ∓ 1) p log |x ∓ 1| behaviours in the expansions of the metric functions for our gauge choice, where p is some power presumably with p ≥ 4. We emphasise that we require only second derivatives to be defined for a solution to the Einstein equations, and the convergence we see is certainly much better than that, indicating the metric functions are better than C 2 in smoothness. As we show later, explicit calculation of the various two derivatives of metric functions gives well behaved results, again confirming better than C 2 smoothness. However, the apparent lack of C ∞ smoothness does lead to poor convergence results when using pseudo-spectral differencing, hence our use of finite difference. An obvious future direction is to improve the coordinate choice.
We monitor the errors in the extraction of the stress tensor. As discussed in appendix B the components of the stress tensor t 3 (x), u 3 (x), s 3 (x) and b 3 (x) may be extracted from the 7 metric functions in different ways which should agree in the continuum. In figure 7 we display the fractional error in the different ways of ex- The function t3 may be extracted from the metric functions in 4 independent ways which are equivalent in the continuum. Here we plot the maximum value of the three fractional errors, ∆ (i) characterising the deviation between these as a function of the number of grid points in the z direction, Nz, in a log-log scale for the β = 1 solution. We observe first order (or slightly better) convergence, which is consistent with the overall observed 4 th order convergence as the quantity t3 involves 3 derivatives of the metric functions. We obtain the same results for other values of β.
tracting t 3 :
where t
3 denotes the value of t 3 obtained from ∂ 3 z T | z=0 as given in equation (14) , and t is consistent with vanishing in the continuum limit with a slope ∼ 1 in a log-log plot. This is the expected behaviour; from the equations of motion we have seen that we have fourth order convergence and the calculation of t 3 involves taking three derivatives of the metric functions. Therefore we expect the error in this quantity should exhibit approximately first order convergence. We see for our highest resolution data that the maximum fractional error is less than percent level. We obtain analogous results for other components of the stress tensor which may be extracted in multiple ways, which we note includes the test of tracelessness of the stress tensor.
Next we consider the error in the two non-trivial components of the conservation equation of the stress tensor:
where each quantity should vanish in the continuum limit. In figure 8 we display C 1 and C 2 as a function The apparent linear convergence in this log-log plot against Nz has slope ∼ 4 for C1, and ∼ 1 for C2. These are consistent (or better) than expected, given the overall 4 th order convergence, and that the conservation requires three derivatives of the metric functions in z and one in x.
of the number of grid points in the z direction, N z , again in a log-log plot. As this figure shows, the error in C 1 exhibits almost fourth order convergence, which is better that one might have naively expected. On the other hand, the convergence in C 2 is slightly better than first order, which is consistent with behaviour of the error in extracting t 3 and b 3 as discussed above. We obtain similar convergence results for the other β studied, including β = 2.
In summary, our analysis of the numerical errors show that the solutions we present are of high quality, the maximum fractional error in the solutions being better than ∼ 10 −7 . The finite differencing method we have implemented gives convergence to the continuum limit consistent with fourth order scaling. Our extraction of the components of the stress tensor exhibits the expected convergence, and we may estimate that the maximum error in these components is better than 1%.
We now turn to the metric functions. For concreteness, in figure 9 we show T and S over the domain for the β = 1 solution, and note that these are coordinate scalars with respect to z and x coordinate transformations. In figure 10 we show the functions ∂ 2 x T and ∂ 2 x S to illustrate that the metric is better than C 2 and also that derivatives of the metric functions vanish as expected at x → ±1 in the coordinate system defined by our reference metric (since the bulk solution becomes a homogeneous black brane there). The other metric functions show the same behaviour as those we show here. Likewise, taking other two derivative combinations of these we obtain analogously well behaved functions. We obtain similarly well behaved metric functions for all other values of β x S for the β = 1 solution. As expected these are largest where σ(x) changes most rapidly. We emphasise that these and other two derivatives of the various metric functions are well behaved over the domain and vanish at the asymptotic ends x → ±1 where the flows and dual black brane become homogeneous.
presented here, including β = 2.
Finally we plot the Weyl curvature as characterised by the scalar C µνρσ C µνρσ over our domain in figure 11 and note that it is smooth, with no indication of any singular behaviour over the domain, again indicating the metric functions are better than C 2 smooth.
FIG. 11.
CµνρσC µνρσ for the β = 1 solution. This function vanishes at the boundary of AdS and well behaved elsewhere, indicating the absence of singularities. At x → ±1 where the flow and dual black brane are homogeneous the Weyl tensor also becomes homogeneous, with its x-derivative vanishing.
